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Abstract. A control-oriented formalism has been introduced by the authors for the
modeling of multiple cooperating robots with different types of contacts and handling
general payloads, including also payloads with extra degrees of freedom. The extra
degrees of freedom of a cooperating robotic system are the genera1il...ed coordinates
needed to characterize the payload configuration when the end-effector pose of each
robot is kept fixed. While the modeling steps give an explicit characterization of this
extra dynamics, from the control point of view we face the impossibility of assigning
a desired dynamic behavior to the whole system. In particular, when designing active
forces in the cooperation task for tracking some output motion trajectories, one should

consider also the problem of internal stability of the closed-loop system. With the help
of two simple case sl..udies (a linear and a nonlinear one) 1 we examine some possible
control approaches that solve the problem for the given class of mechanical systems.
The theory of output regulation and that of nonHnear noninteracting control with
stability, turn out to be useful in this framework.
Keywords. Robotics; Cooperating Robots; Force Control; Controllability.

L INTRODUCTION

Modeling and control of robotic systems in strict cooperation tasks is a main area of theoretical investigation and applied research. A typical cooperative system
is constituted by two or more robots rigidly grasping
and manipulating a single object in the free space. Dynamic models of cooperating robots have been devel-

oped by many authors [1]-[5]. In particular, in [6], we
have introduced a new formalism for describing multiple cooperating robots, where the carried payload is seen
from each robot as a dynamic environment. The introduced formalism allows to deal with general situations
in which the commonly held object satisfies kinematic
constraints or has dynamic interactions with the rest
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of the environment. A limiting hypothesis of most literature on modeling and control of cooperating robots,
concerns the number of dynamic variables that model
the payload, which should equal t.he number of degrees
of freedom canceled by the type of robot grasp. On the
other hand, there are situations in which two or more
manipulators are required to carry payloads with extra

degrees of freedom (dofs). In general, one can define the
extra degrees of freedom of a cooperating robotic system
as the additional generalized coordinates needed to characterize the payload configuration when the end-effector
pose of each robot is kept fixed. Cooperating systems involving payloads with extra dofs can be found in many
practical situations of interest, e.g. when large, and thus

flexible [7]-[8], or articulated payloads have La be carried, or whenever the number of cooperating robots is
not sufficient to impose the motion to all the dofs of the
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common payload. A kinematic analysis of the mobility
of these systems has been carried out in [9) . As for the
dynamic modeling, we modified in [10] the modeling formalism of [6], SO as to oover these situations. While the
modeHng steps give an explicit characterization of the
dynamics of the extra degrees of freedom of the payload, from t he control point of view it is clear that it
is not any more possible to assign any desired dynamic
behavior to the whole system, In fact, these mechanical
systems are u.nderactuated, namely they possess a nurn·
ber of independent control inputs which is strictly less
than the number of generalized parameters that model
the cooperation task. A basic question is whether the ex·
tra dofs are controllable or not, a property that should
be checked in general in a nonlinear setting, This and
related issues have been considered for example in [11],
using however a linearized model of the cooperating system . Once this condition is ve rified, one should design
oontrollaws t hat full y exploit controllability in order to
prevent an unstable behavior in the closed-loop system.
\Ve note t hat, with the system in motion, t.he evolution
of t he extra degrees of freedom acl as a disturbance on
t he co ntrolled variables of a standard hybrid coopcration
task, i.e, on the payload dynarnic variables and internR.1
forces or, respectively, on the active and internal forces.
In principle. these disturbances can be compensated 11.':;ing a model-based input-output decoupling controllers
as in [10] , [1]-[5]. However, in the presence of extra dofs,
the question of internal stability arises. It was shown
in [10] that, in the case of two planar robot.s pushing
along a circular trajectory a two-body payload with one
extra dof (the orientation angle of the attached swinging body), t he relative angular position of the two bodies
grows unbounded under nonlinear decoupling control.
In order to solve this oontrol problem, other approaches
should be attempted. The key idea is to define the active
forces in the cooperating task 1101. ollly with the goal of
imposi ng a desired behavior to t he main motion of t he
payload (the onc described by the dynamic variables of
t.he payload), but also 00 as to cont.rol indirectly the extra dofs dynamics. In this paper, some convenient techniques are proposed and analY'1.ed, that. achieve asymptotic tracking o fthe output t.rajectories while preserving
internal stability in the closed loop. The paper is organi7.ed as follows. Starting from a brief description of the
modeling approach (Sect. 2), we carry out in Sect. 3
the analysis of two simple case studies, with linear and,
rr.spr.ctivcly, nonlincar dynamics of the extra dofs. In
these examples we illustrate two strategies: output re,q1llation (1 2] a nd noninteracting control with stability (13] .
On the basis of the performed theoretical analysis, we
draw in Sect. 4 some conclusions of practical interest,
t.hat. can be easily ex tended to other systems in t he class
we are r..onsidering (mechanical systems which are input-

output decoupled and linearizcd, having a. residual, unobservable dynamics).

2. ROBOTS HANDLI NG PAYLOADS WITH
EXTRA ))OFS
In this section we briefly recall the modeling procedure
for oooperating robots introduced in [6,10], which covers the presence of extra degrees of freedom in the payload. The first step is the characterization of the payload. dynamics. [n particular, the extra variables, SOl,
are the generalized coordinates needed to characterize
t he payload configuration when the cnd-effector pose of
each robot is kept fixed. The dyna.mic variables, SOD,
complete the dynamic descripti on of the payload. These
variables are used also to inrlividuatc the position of the
contact points between payload and robots, a1tough a
further set of kinematic lJaJialJiCS, !lK, is in genera) necessary to complete the characteri7.ation of t.he end-effector
pose of the robots from the environm ent side. At the
task level, the kinematic df~.,criptj on of the robots by
means of ·'JOf) , SK, and their ricrivative8, is equiva.lent
to t he usual one, obtuined through the joint variables
~md velocit.ies, q, q, and thf! standard .lacobian of the
robots, .J(q). Equating these two kinematic descriptions
gives the contact eonslraints in the differential form

(1 )
with proper Jacohians T K and To , and where matrix
dependence has been dropped .

The fieoond step is the paramelri zation of the contact
forces F by means of the two sets of variahles AA and AR.
They parametri7.c, respectively, the net active forces producing motion of the payload, and the internal forces,
i .c. those forces that do not perform work on any degree
of freedom of the system. In particular, one has
(2)
where YI\, YR can be chosen on the basis of energy arguments and have intrinsic orthogonality properties with
the columns of Tv, T K .
In order to nhtain the overall dynamic model, the joint
accelerations ij are explidtcd from the robots dynamic
model, and substituted in the differentiated expression
of the contact constraints. Then, two alternatives are
available, corresponding to diminating from the model
the accelcratiofls .~OD or the active forces AA I expliciting
them from the dynami c model of the payload. Due to
the definition of 300 and AA . both choices are always
feas ible, resulting in the following alternative forms for
system dcsc;ription:
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Fig. 1 . A cooperating system with linear extra dynamiCfl.
Fig. 2. A cooperating system with nonlinear extra dynamics.

sor = IlmsoD

+ nm ,(4)

where all the involved matrices and vectors depend on
t he dynamic models of the robots and the payload, and
on the chosen parametrization of the system motion.
The robot.s input torqup.s Rt the jo_int.s are collected in
vector T.

the issue of internal stability must also be addressed in
this case, In order to examine suitable approaches to
t he solution of this problem, wc present two simple case
st ud ies, having an extm dynamics which is, respectively,
linear and nonlinr.ar. In both cases wc concentrate on the
payload dynamics, which involves the more important
control problems, and leave out the kinematic degrees
or freedom and the internal forces, which can be directly
and indept1ndcntly controlled and do not influence the
payload motion.

Under the assumptions of nonredundancy of the robots,
and nonsingularity of the robot .1acobians, the above
representations can be input-output decoupJ cd and linearized by feedback. For example, model (4) becomes

[S~:] [~;],
SOl = HIDtLD

(5)

+ nlD.

(6)

where U = (UD, UR. UK) is the new system input . \Vc
refer t.o the dynamics of eq. (6) as extra dynamic" , distinguishing it from the output dynamics (5) which is
now linear and dccoupled . Note that this choice of the
system outputs is suggest ed not just by formal considerat. ion$:. In fact, variables SOD, SK, and AR (as well as AA)
arc related by means of invertible fun ctions to t he joint.
angles and velocities, q , rI, and the contact forces F, i.e.
the system variables that can he typical1y mea..c;ured.

3. OUTPUT TRACKING WITH INTERNAL
STAI3ILITY
In the previous section we hav(! shown how the system
model can be put in a suitable form, namely input.output decoupled and linearized, so t hat the trajectory
Lracking problem ha.s a t.ri vial solution in the case or
standard payloads, i.e., when the SO l variables are not
in the picture. On the other hand, the presence of extra
degrees or freedom int.roduces an unobscrvable dynamics
which may exhibit an unstahle bchavior, when t he out.puts are required to foll ow particular trajectories. Thus,

3.1 A linear example

Consider two planar, cartesian robots as in Fig.(l), rigidly
grasping one object of a payload constituted by two
rigid objccc.CJ connected by linear spring and damper.
The ROf) variables are the X and Y coordinates of the
grasped object, while the single extra dof is the relative
displacement, .<o r , of the second body of the payload
with respect to the grasped one, i.e. the deformation of
the spring. This system is li near a.nd, after perrorming
the modding steps and the input-output decoupling, its
second order model is

where k and d are, respecti vely, the elastic and the damping coefficient.'5, while the positive constants c; depend
on the masses of the two payload bodies. Choosing as
state vector x = (SOD, SOl, .~OJ), SO l) E tH.', the matrices that characteri1.c the staw-.!;pacc representat.ion of
the system are

B=

0:.,2 ]
[ go~ ,(7)
(8)

where Oi ,j i!=i the i x j ma lri x of 1.ero entries, and It is
the l-dimeTlRional identity matrix.
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In order to solve the problem of output trajectory tracking with internal stability, we can attempt,in this case, a

linear regulation approach [12[. For the sake of simplicity, suppose that the whole state of the system is measurable, Le. that complete information on the system is
available. Suppose also that the reference trajectories of
interest, Yd(t), are canonical, i.e., can be generated by
an auwnomoWi, linear exosystem wit.h dynamic matrix
S. We want to solve the problem by means of a static
state feedback law of the form
u
with

0

= ax + fiUd,

3.2 A nonlinear example

Consider the cooperating system in Fig.(2) , quite similar to that of the previous case study. The S O T variable is
torsional and the system turns out to be nonlinear. After the modeling steps, and the input-output deooupling
and linearizing feedback, its reduced dynamic model is

(9)

SOD

=

SOl

=

and fi constant matrices of proper dimensions.

SOl
BOO]

:i: =

°

+ Br.
-CII + I ,
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(13)
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~
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(14)

YT2

+ g, (XlUl + y,(X)U2,
= SOD = h(x) ,

= f(x)

Y
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where x = (.'lO O , ,~O( , SOD, sod E n , U = (Ut,'U2), and
Cl. C2 are positive oonstant."i depending on the inertial

tion for the solution of the problem is the existence of
l.wo matrices nand r that solve
=

- C,k80T -

-c, COS(SOT )u, - c, sin(sOT)u"

or, equivalently, in first order form

In particular, consider the following hypotheses:
(HI) The eigenva/"", of Shave <wnnegative real part.
(H2) The matrix pair (!I,B) '!S stabilizable.
Note that (HI) implies that the prohlem cannot be trivially reduced to the stabilization of the system. If (Ill)
and (I12) are verified, a neC€ssary and sufficient condi-

ns

'U,

parameters of the system.

(10)

Although we could apply a nonlinear version of the regulation approach [12), we pursue here a different strategy

where I is the identity matrix of proper dimensions. A
sufficient condition for the solvability of the above equations is that the following matrix

that achieves the asymptotic output tracking, while preserving the internal stability of the whole system. In particu lar, we look for a noninteracting control with global
.• tability (13), i.e., a feedback law that makes the system input-output deooupled and globally a.'ymptotically

=

E_(A->.TB)
CO '

(11 )

st.able at a given equilihrium point

xO =

(s~D' 0, 0, 0) .

Then, by proving fur ther th e input-to-state (or bounded
input-bounded state) stability of the extra dynamics, we
will assure the desired bchnvior to the system. As in the

has full row rank for each A which is an eigcnvalue of S.

Let us check the above conditions for system (7--8). It
can be easily verified that the pair (A,ll) is controllable,
and thus stabilizable, if and only if the spring coefficient
k is not zero (in general, a position -de pendent term in

linear case, some assumptions al10w to obtain conditions
for the existence of a control law that solves the problem. The first two hyp othc5t:s are:

(HI) Tlte .'l/•• tem has uniform vector relative degree.
(H2) The "Ystem is globally strongly accessible.

the extra dynamics must be present fo r the oontTollahil-

ity of t he system ). ).1oreover, matrix E is full rank for
A that is not an eigenvalue o f the extra dynam-

l~very

The first onc guarantecs the nonsingularity of the input-

ics (this is always true for second order linear systems
that are input-output decouplcd). Thus, wc can design

output dccoupling matrix and is always verified in all

a feedback law of the form (9) that makes the SOD variables asymptot.ically t.rack any canonical trajectory (except the natural modes of the extra dynamics), while

The second hypothesis corresponds to the gtabili"ability of (A, B ) in the linear case, but it is much weaker
in general. Property (H2) holds for model (14 ), as can
be readily verified building t.he strong accessibility distribution of the system 114). In order to state the third

cn$CS wc arc interested in, as it is appearcnt from eq . (5).

preserving t.he internal s tability of t.he system. In particular , we can choose
u =

with nand

r

Kx

+ (r - KTI)Yd,

(12)

solutions of eqs.(IO), and K any matrix

that assigns to A + DK eigenvalues with negative real
part.

hypothesis, some dcfinil.ions are necessary. Let 9 be the
distribution spanned by vector fields g;, h;(x) the ith
out.put function, and lC i the oist.ribution spanned by the
vec tor fields which aT(! orthogonal to dh i , i = 1, ... , m
(in (14), m = 2). Let then Vj and
be, respectively,
the maximal l(}cally controlled invariant and the maxi-

n:
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mal local controllability distribution for system (14) oontained in nj#. K;j, both supposed to exist. Denote by
n* = nr~l Lj:li'Rj. These distributions can be: oomputed by means of the algorithms given in (13) and are
said to be reg•.larly comptJtable (at xO) if the distributions given at each step by these algorithms have oonstant dimension in a neighborhood of xo. Then, the last
hypothesis we need is

(H3) The distributions V:, n; J i = 1, ... rn, are regularly computable at any x. Moreover, the distributions
L:jE/'Rj, 'R', (L:jE/'Rj)ng, [C {l, ... ,m}, have
constant dimension at any x.

If the condition on the dynamics (15) were not verified,
one may attempt to solve the problem by enlarging the
class of admissible controllers to dynamic feedback laws
of the form
m

u,;=ot:(x,w)+ L,8ij(X,W}Vj,

Vi =

'Ri

=

,= .
'R =

V2

2

K.2 = span

= span

K;,

n

.

=span

{-88'-88'-88'-ax8} '
{[)[)[)8}
{88}
Xl

X3

X4

6

-[) , -[) ,-[) ,-[)
x2
x3
Xs xG

&x3'

8X6

,

1

00 that .100 (H3) is verified.
At this point, for a generic nonlinear system, one should
apply any invertible static feedback law that makes the
system noninteracting. In our case, this provides already
the closed-loop system in the form (14), which holds
globally. In this situation, wc have on one side chains
of double input-output integrators that can be globally
asymptotically stabilized to the origin through a (linear)
feedback wh ich depends only on the local state, i.e. u. =
",(SOD .• , SOD.;), for i = 1,2. On the other hand, there is
the seoond-order extra dynamics of SOl. More in general,
this dynamics, which is unohserooble from the output,
takes the form

i = i(~ , zl
where

+ G(~, zl",

+ LOj(x,w)Vj .

w=,),(x,W)

I

Por system (14), after performing scme computation
steps, we have that, at any x,

t= l, ... ,m,

j=1

j=l

However, in our case study it can be shown that the
necessary condition for obtaining internal stability even
when using dynamic state feedback (see [13]) is still the
asymptotic stability of dynamics (15) .
Once the global asymptotic stability of the system has
been assured, one has finally to check if the boundedness of the system state is preserved, when a bounded
input is applied. This is rt.'quired because we want to
perform tracking of output trajectorie) and not just a
stabilization w an equilibrium point. Equivalently, one
has to test the inptJt-to-state .• tability (155) of the extra
dynamics of the system (see, e.g., [15) for a review ofvarious equivalent definitions) . Verifying the 155 property
is not a trivial ta..<;k, in general. Recal1 that all functions
l' : R'? - .JR:? 1 which are continuous, strictly increasing and satisfy ')'(0) = 0 are called class K; functions. A
nonlincar system is input-to-state stable if and only if
there exist a storage function (i.e. continuously differentiable, radially unbounded and definite positive), V(x),
and two class K functions Cl' and X so that the implication

Ixl ~ x(l"i> = Vex, u) :5 -",(lxI),

(16)

holds for each state x and control value u . For the extra
dynamics of the case study (14) wc have:i = Ax+G(x)u,
with x = (SOI,30d, and

~

are the states of the input-output dynamics. In
have z = (so/' SOl) and, since we are
looking for asymptotic stabilization of xo, we can set
~
(.'OD - "~D' SOD). Then, thc whole system can be
made nonintera.ctive and globally asymptotically stable
in xO if a.ml only if the dynamics
011r exampl~, WP.

=

i =

1<0, z),

(15)

x

If = Ax is asymptotically stable, it is always possible
to find a symmetric, positive definite matrix Q such that
QA + ATQ = -P, being P any symmetric, positive
definite matrix. Then, choose V(x) = x'rQx. We have

v = _x

Thus, the only condition to verify is that the zero dyof thp. system, i.e. the extra dynamics with zero
input, is globally asymptotically stable. For the case
study (14) this is verified if and only if k and dare
both strictly positive. If this is the case, the static feedback Ia.w t.hat stabilizes the outputs to the origin, also
globally stabilizes the whole system to xO.
nami~

Px + 2xT QG(x)":5
_xT Px + Ix T (2QG(x»"I.
T

is globally asymptotically stable at the origin.

:s
Assuming

Ixl

~

1"1, it

holds

V:s -x T px+/xT (2QG(x»xl.
As matrix G(x) is bounded (only trigonometric func>tions are present) implication (16) is certainly verified
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for some values of the parameters k, d, Cl, ~ and the
corresponding system is input-to-slale stable.
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parameters characterizing the considered system, this is
also input-to-state stable, so that internal stability is
assurEXi when a bounded input is applied in order to
stabili7.e the output to a desired trajectory_
\~.rhen compairing the two proposed control approaches
one recognizes that the design of a regulator is simpler
even in A. nonlinear setting. However we destroy in this
case the perfect decoupling of output variables} with respect to the morc complex design of a noninteracting
controller with inte.rnA.1 stability.

We remark that the whole analysis performed in the
nonlincar case study, strongly relies only on the structure of the system and thus can ht: easily extended to
all mechanical systems within this das.c;.
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